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This thesis is a study into expected system operational
availability as a function of level of repair (LOR) and
system spares provisioning. The maintenance and repair
cycle for most systems is discussed with concentration on
the Navy MIL-STD-1390B Naval Air Systems Command Equipment
model (AIR) which determines the life support cost for vari-
ous LOR policy alternatives. The thesis then demonstrates
how the Navy's Availability Centered Inventory Model (ACIM)
may be used to determine the least cost provisioning policy
to obtain a desired level of system operational availability
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Extensive effort has been undertaken recently within the
Department of Defense in the development and refinement of
Level of Repair (LOR) models to aid in determining the least
cost LOR policy for a particular system. The Navy has pub-
lished Military Standard 1390B which details cost methods
incorporated in its five equipment-specific general purpose
models. The five Navy LOR models are:
(1) Naval Air Systems Command Equipment
(2) Naval Electronic Systems Command Equipment
(3) Naval Sea Systems Command Ships Equipment
(4) Naval Sea Systems Command Ordnance Equipment
(5) Marine Corps Equipment
LOR analysis is the function of specifying at what level
of maintenance support a system assembly or component will
be repaired or discarded. These models determine the life
support costs associated with the maintenance of a system
related to a specific LOR policy. These calculated life sup-
port costs are then used by the analyst to help in deter-
mination of an optimum LOR policy.
The Naval Air Systems Command Equipment Model (AIR) was
chosen for primary analysis within this thesis because of
the author's interest and past experience in the operation
11

and maintenance of Navy tactical jet aircraft deployed aboard
an aircraft carrier. Also of interest is how aviation
spare parts are provisioned in relation to an LOR policy and
the combined effect of the spares provisioning and LOR
policy on expected system operational availability.
AIR is currently the most widely used of the five Navy
LOR models and is capable of handling many levels of inden-
ture in a system component hierarchy. AIR will also handle
a multi-echelon maintenance support organization.
B. OBJECTIVE
The purpose of this thesis is to propose system opera-
tional availability as a measure of effectiveness to be used
during the establishment of a support policy for a system
being developed.
The elements of support policy considered are the level-
of-repair aspects of system maintenance and the provisioning
of system components and other related repair material at
the various maintenance and support echelons.
The level-of-repair and provisioning policies influence
the system effectiveness achieved throughout the operational
and support period of the system life cycle. System opera-
tional availability is a concept which can be used to quan-
tify the interrelationship of level-of-repair policy and
provisioning in determining expected system effectiveness.
The primary objective of this thesis is to demonstrate
the feasibility of combining an LOR model with an availability
12

provisioning model during the formulation of system support
policy.
Areas discussed in meeting the thesis objective are:
(1) The role of level-of-repair policy and spare parts
provisioning in logistic support throughout the
life cycle of the system;
(2) The process by which an LOR policy is formulated;
(3) The parameter inputs required for LOR analysis;
(4) The levels of provisioning necessary to obtain a
specified system operational availability for
different LOR policies;
(5) The system and support organization parameters
required to determine appropriate provisioning.
C. APPROACH
In meeting its objective, this thesis stresses the sys-
tem engineering methodology of structuring a system life
cycle as a series .of definable periods and phases. Chapter
II is a narrative overview of the system life cycle, LOR
development, and applicable measures of effectiveness as re-
lated to the system life cycle. The reciprocal impact of
LOR policy on system life cycle support is then addressed
in this chapter. The AIR model is discussed in Chapter V
for familiarization of LOR analytical procedures.
Once an understanding of AIR and ACIM is gained, sample
data describing a hypothetical avionic system operated and
supported in the Navy is used to illustrate the thesis
13

proposal. A feasible LOR policy is determined for each item
in the system. This predetermined LOR policy is chosen to
illustrate a repair alternative for the purpose of sensi-
tivity analysis of AIR versus ACIM provisioning. The sample
data is processed by AIR which then determines the expected
system life support cost and suggested spares provisioning
levels throughout the entire support organization for the
specified policy. The AIR suggested inventories at the
various support locations are then used by ACIM to calculate
system operational availability at each site operating the
system. Finally, the system data under the specified LOR
policy is evaluated by ACIM for the least cost provisioning
throughout the support organization to attain a 95 percent
system availability at each site or the maximum attainable
system availability for a site if it is calculated by ACIM
to be lower than 9 5 percent.
14

II. OVERVIEW OF ANALYSIS AND APPLICABLE
MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS
In this chapter, measures of effectiveness concepts are
discussed for assessing system availability as a function of
LOR policy and provisioning. A systems engineering approach
is used to define the problem, structure the analysis, deter-
mine the feasible solution alternatives, evaluate the
alternatives, and finally to arrive at an optimal solution.
A. SYSTEM LIFE CYCLE
When considering a system analytically, the system life
cycle is often useful in structuring system development.
All systems have a definable life cycle which can be broken
down into specific periods which in turn can be defined as
a sequential series of phases. Figure 2.1 illustrates the
time flow of the system life cycle. This thesis assumes that
the reader is familiar with the life cycle concept, and the
information displayed in Figure 2.1 is used throughout the
thesis as a basis for many system assumptions and analytical
direction. Reference 1 can be consulted for amplification
of the concepts used in defining a system life cycle.
The application of the system life cycle concept to any
analysis illustrates how a system is developed over a time
progression. At different points in the life cycle, the
































































Figure 2.1. System Life Cycle iRef. 1]
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The analyses performed in the conceptual and definition
phases provide a set of alternative system configurations to
be considered in fulfilling a perceived mission objective.
As the system is defined and developed in the design phase,
many variables start to become fixed or constrained. Finally,
once the system has been fully designed and tested, the sys-
tem is fully constrained through design and production
specifications, and there is less leeway for variation in
operational employment or support.
In summary, the analyst must continually evaluate data at
each point during the system life cycle which he feels best
represents the system and utilize these estimates to shape
support policy which will best contribute to the system's
overall effectiveness.
B. SYSTEM AND SUPPORT ORGANIZATION DESCRIPTION
1 . Multi-Indentured System
A multi-indentured system is designed with different
levels of system (equipment) hierarchy. The arrangement of
a typical system hierarchy is illustrated in Figure 2.2.
The system is composed of the aggregation of all the first
level indenture items. At this first level, the items are
called weapon replaceable assemblies (WRA). The WRA's are
assembled to form the whole system. It is conceivable that
the system could include multiple uses of the same WRA.
At the second indenture level are the shop replace-




















Figure 2.2. Multi-Indenture System Illustration
SRA's is the same way as the WRA's make up the whole system.
Each WRA may also be composed of more than one of each SRA
and a particular SRA might be found in more than one WRA.
A third and often final indenture level is repre-
sented by items or assemblies called Sub-SRA's. The assump-
tions of the arrangement and operation of the Sub-SRA's
within each SRA are the same as for the higher indenture
levels in Figure 2.2.
Because of the way the AIR model treats items within
the system, this thesis assumes that all items fail indepen-
dently of each other. The only dependence of item failure
The above terminology describing the different indenture-
level items is exclusive to the Naval Air Systems Command.
Other commands and other services use line replaceable




occurs when an item contained in a lower indenture-level
fails. The higher- indentured assembly, of which the failed
item is a part, exhibits a fault as a result of the failure.
The AIR model assumes a series reliability configura-
tion such that the system exhibits a fault whenever any of
the items within the system fails. If this is not the case
for any particular item, such as parallel-configured or
standby backup items, the item or items have to be modeled
with a series reliability relationship within the system.
This modified item data would require additional analysis
outside of the AIR model.
2 . Multi-Echelon Support Organization
The AIR model is capable of considering the multi-
echelon maintenance support organization commonly utilized
by the Navy. A multi-echelon support organization is also
used in the Navy to stock inventory of spare replacement
items. The stockage facilities may or may not be the same
facilities which accomplish the maintenance support. Figure
2.3 illustrates a typical Navy multi-echelon support organi-
zation as used in this thesis.
The lowest level within the Navy maintenance and
supply organization is called the organizational level. This
level is composed of the users of the system. The organi-
zational level may be either a land-based or ship-based site.
Each organizational level usually has some limited maintenance




















Figure 2.3. Multi-Echelon Support Organization
usually has the capability to at least fault isolate and
replace a defective WRA in order to immediately restore a
system to an operationally ready state. Organizational
maintenance personnel may or may not have the capability to
fault isolate and repair beyond the WRA level. The organi-
zational site usually has some inventory capability in which
to stock item spares used in immediate replacement of faulty
items
.
Some organizational sites are located at the same
site as the next higher echelon os upport . This higher
20

echelon of support is called the intermediate maintenance
activity (IMA). An IMA also has an increased inventory
stockage capability. Examples of co-located organizational
and IMA sites are aircraft carriers and most land based
sites.
A destroyer is an example of a user which does not
have an organic intermediate maintenance capability. A
destroyer either requires the services of a tender or a land-
based site to have intermediate maintenance performed. Some
land-based organizational sites which operate only a small
number of systems may also lack intermediate maintenance
capability.
Since the AIR model was designed specifically to
consider level-of- repair analyses for avionics applicable
to most Naval aviation situations, all organizational sites
are considered in this thesis to have a local IMA. There-
fore, whenever the AIR model assigns an IMA LOR coding to the
item, the model is specifying local repair.
Many land-based sites have an additional maintenance
capability. This is possible because of the less constrained
support space, availability of specially trained personnel,
or extensive inventory of common or peculiar general support
equipment (GSE) and other maintenance support facilities.
This extra capability may not be feasible on a carrier be-
cause of extra space requirements or because it might not be
cost-effective to maintain the added capability at all sites.
A land-based site with the extra capability is designated a
21

Prime Intermediate Maintenance Activity or PIMA. Analysis
often reveals that a certain item is more cost-effectively
repaired at a PIMA. Both carrier and land-based organiza-
tional sites are then required to send those particular
faulty items to the PIMA. This arrangement is sometimes re-
ferred to as the split intermediate alternative.
The potentially most capable of all sites is the
depot. It serves lower echelon sites by providing supply
support and accepting repair items beyond the maintenance
capability of the lower echelon facilities. The depot usually
has sophisticated test and repair equipment and highly
technically qualified personnel.
In the Navy, the depot is not the highest echelon
site originating supply support or spares provisioning; this
function is usually handled at one of the two inventory
control points (ICP) . The Aviation Supply Office (ASO) in
Philadelphia, PA manages avaiation related spare parts and
the Ships Parts Control Center in Mechanicsburg, PA manages
the spare parts for ships. There is no inventory located at
either site. It is usually placed at designated stock points
which are usually not co-located with a depot. However, for
analytical purposes in this thesis, the depot and a central
stock point are treated as one for both maintenance and
inventory. The ICP usually is the only site with the
authority to procure spare items from a manufacturer or
supplier outside the government. The provisioning of spares
22

and other essential items begins at the ICP and stock point
and flows through the support network to the PIMA/IMA and
then to the organizational sites.
C. LOGISTIC SUPPORT ANALYSIS
Logistic support analysis (LSA) is a systems approach to
planning, developing, specifying, and providing an integrated
logistic support capability. LSA is an iterative management
process which is used throughout the life cycle of a system
to develop an integrated logistic support policy which con-
siders the prime mission system together with its associated
logistic support as a complete operational system [Ref. 2].
The Military Standard 1388 [Ref. 3] is the Department of
Defense document which addresses in detail the responsibili-
ties and procedures involved in LSA.
The 'prime mission system' refers to the equipment de-
signed and produced to accomplish a specified set of mission
functions. The logistic support system is the set of resources
and functions required to maintain the prime mission system
operationally ready and capable of accomplishing the speci-
fied missions.
The Integrated Logistic Support planning process may be
divided into the following two areas:
(1) Maintenance engineering analysis
(2) Supply support analysis
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This thesis addresses the maintenance engineering aspect
of logistic support analysis through level-of-repair analy-
sis. Issues of supply support are then considered through
the provisioning of spares to attain the optimal system
availability under a specified LOR policy.
D. LEVEL-OF-REPAIR ANALYSIS
MIL-STD-1390B [Ref. 4] stresses that the LOR analysis
needs to be initiated early during a system's life cycle
because of the heavy influence of level-of-repair policy on
system life support costs and on the system's required opera-
tional support. As stated in MIL-STD-1390B , the purpose of
LOR analysis is to establish the least-cost feasible repair
or discard decision alternative when performing system main-
tenance actions and to influence system design in that
direction. LOR analysis does not include operational availa-
bility or other measures of system effectiveness as policy
considerations
.
One outcome of an LOR analysis is a maintenance policy
regarding whether the item should be discarded or repaired
at the depot, intermediate, or organizational level. The
policy also becomes the basis for the maintenance and recov-
erability portion of the Source, Maintenance, and Recovera-
bility code (SM&R)
.
The SM&R code is a five-character code reflecting the
LOR coding of an item. The first two characters designate
25

the source of the item for procurement purposes. The source
code is not applicable to the analysis within this thesis.
The third character specifies the lowest echelon maintenance
level which is authorized to remove and replace the item.
The fourth character specifies the lowest echelon maintenance
level which is authorized to repair the item. If the item is
to be discarded, the fifth character designates the echelon
level which may dispose of the item.
An example of an SM&R code is ' PAOFD 1 with ' OFD 1 being
the LOR applicable portions of the code. The third character
'0 1 / specifies the item may be removed and replaced in the
system at the organizational level or higher. The fourth
character 'F 1 , authorizes carrier based intermediate or higher
echelon repair. The fifth character 'D', specifies the depot
as the only authorized to discard the normally repairable
item if the item is scrapped during the repair process.
E. SYSTEM EFFECTIVENESS
System effectiveness is the quantification of a system's
performance in terms of how well the system accomplishes a
specific mission in the operational environment. System
effectiveness is dependent on how well the system concept
was formulated and how well the system was designed and
produced according to those specifications.
The basic concepts defining system effectiveness are
stated in Reference 1 as follows:
26

(1) How well will it perform in the mission environment?
(Capability)
(2) Will it be ready to perform when called upon? Is it
up at the start of the mission? (Availability)
(3) Will it continue to perform for the duration of the
mission? (Dependability)
The following definitions are taken directly from MIL-
STD-721B [Ref . 6]
:
Capability is a measure of the ability of the item to
achieve mission objectives given the conditions during
the mission.
Availability is a measure of the degree to which an
item is in the operable and commitable state at the
start of a mission, when the mission is called for
at an unknown (random) point in time.
Dependability is a measure of the item operating condi-
tion at one or more points during the mission, including
the effects of reliability, maintainability, and
survivability, given the item condition at the start
of the mission.
F. OPERATIONAL AVAILABILITY
Navy Material Command Instruction 3000.2 [Ref. 5] estab-
lishes operational availability (A ) as a primary measure of
effectiveness for Navy weapons and equipment. It also
stresses that A goals and thresholds must be considered
o 3
throughout the system life cycle. These goals and thresholds
are to be defined in the system conceptual and definition
phases and used as guidelines throughout the system design
and development phase. Once a system becomes operational,




for ongoing logistic management review and improvement
actions
.
The most basic description of availability is the ratio
of system up time over the total time for which there is a
demand for the system.
It should be noted that availability does not refer to
being able to perform satisfactorily throughout the mission.
This issue is addressed by the measures of dependability and
reliability [Ref . 1]
.
The usual expression for A as stated in Reference 2
is:
A = MTRM . 2 1}
o MTBM + MDT ' i*«*J
where:
MTBM = mean time between maintenance;
MDT = mean downtime.
Mean downtime includes the active maintenance time and
any expected additional time attributable to logistics
supply and administrative delay.
The following is the official Navy definition [Ref. 5]
for A to be used for analysis during system development.
-
=
MTBF , 2 2)




MTBF = mean time between failure;
MTTR = mean time to repair;
MSRT = mean supply response time.
This equation ignores preventive maintenance and adminis-
trative downtime. It also assumes an infinite number of
spares or repair parts are available in the supply system
which includes the manufacturer and supplier. Equation (2.2)
is used throughout the remainder of the thesis when opera-
tional availability is specified because:
(1) It is the official Navy expression for A ;
(2) It is used in ACIM calculations;
(3) It is convenient, applicable, and easy to use.
G. INHERENT AVAILABILITY
Another often used measure of system effectiveness is
inherent availability. Inherent availability is a function
of system design only and neglects the effect of supply
support in describing system availability.
a -
MTBF (2 3)
i MTBF + MTTR
Inherent availability is useful when evaluating one proposed




Inherent availability can be used as the upper bound when
determining operational availability. Operational availa-
bility approaches the value of inherent availability as the
supply support posture improves and MSRT approaches zero.
This is addressed in Section VI.B.l when describing the
concepts underlying ACIM.
H. RELIABILITY AND MAINTAINABILITY
Reliability and maintainability are important considera-
tions in the development and design of a system. Reliability
and maintainability are different yet mutually dependent
engineering disciplines [Ref . 1] . Reliability and maintaina-
bility are not directly addressed in this thesis, but they
are extremely important in availability analysis, LOR policy
decisions, and spares provisioning.
Reliability is the probability that an item will
perform its intended function for a specified inter-
val under stated conditions. [Ref. 6]
The exponential distribution is often used to describe
times to failure. Under the exponential assumption, relia-
bility is expressed as a function of time.
lMTBF J ,, ,.R = e (2.4)
Equation (2.4) is also known as the mission reliability when
t equals the expected time of the mission, T.
Maintainability is a characteristic of design and
installation which is expressed as the probability
that an item will be retained in or restored to a
30

specified condition within a given period of time,
when the maintenance is performed in accordance with
prescribed procedures and resources. [Ref. 6]
MTTR is one descriptor of maintainability as it estimates
the mean time to restore a system to an operational status.
I. COST-EFFECTIVENESS
Cost-effectiveness analysis is the economic evaluation of
several feasible alternatives pertaining to an engineered
system. It aids the decision maker in choosing a preferred
approach from a set of possible alternatives by relating
each approach in terms of expected life cycle cost to the
expected level of system effectiveness attained. By com-
paring the life cycle cost and ability to fulfill the
specified mission of each alternative, one is able to obtain
a clearer representation of the value of each alternative.
Two cost analysis methodologies which are used are the
life cycle cost (LCC) method and the life support cost (LSC)
method.
1. Life Cycle Cost
Life cycle cost is the method of accounting for all
costs incurred throughout a system's life cycle. LCC is
often used as an analytical tool during the system definition
stage when several possible systems are being evaluated to
meet a specific mission requirement. It is also used during
the design phase for making system trade-offs.




(1) Research and Development Costs
(2) Production Costs
(3) Operation and Support Costs.
The first category of research and development refers
to all costs accumualted during the conceptual, definition,
and full-scale development phases of the system life cycle.
This category typically accounts for 10-15 percent of LCC
[Ref. 1]
.
The second category accounts for costs accumulated
during the production and procurement of a new system. This
category accounts for 30-40 percent of LCC [Ref. 1]
.
The third category of LCC costs accounts for the bulk
of all costs attributable to system ownership. These costs
include operations and support personnel, spares and repair
parts, facilities, training, documentation, and other related
costs. For a well-designed system, these costs are 40-60
percent of LCC [Ref. 1]
,
2 . Life Support Cost
A second method of cost analysis considers only the
life-support related costs of a system which is the opera-
tional and support subset of LCC. LSC covers the costs of
labor, equipment, facilities, material and other direct or
indirect costs required to operate and support a system during
the operational and support phase of a system's life cycle.
LSC is applicable to any analysis considering support
alternatives involving a system which has already been
32

acquired as well as one being developed. LSC is, therefore,
generally more applicable than LCC as the cost-effectiveness
methodology for LOR analysis. LOR analysis provides inputs
for determining the LSC for each LOR policy alternative.




(1) System failure rate characteristics
(2) System deployment and utilization rates
(3) Inventory and related costs
(4) Support personnel labor and training costs
(5) Repair and storage facilities
'(6) Support equipment and support of support equipment
(7) Transportation





III. SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND THE REPAIR CYCLE PROCESS
This chapter briefly describes the maintenance and repair
process of a multi-echelon support organization for an
avionic system consisting of a multi-indentured item hierarchy.
A . MAINTENANCE
Maintenance is defined as all actions necessary for
the purpose of retaining a system in or restoring a
system to a specified condition. [Ref. 6]
Maintenance can be grouped into the following two areas:
(1) Preventive maintenance
(2) Corrective maintenance
Preventive maintenance refers to those maintenance
actions which are peformed for the purpose of retaining
equipment in a mission capable condition. This includes
periodic test, monitoring, servicing, and inspections.
Because these actions can be scheduled and are usually per-
formed at the organizational level, they are not considered
in an LOR or availability analysis. It is assumed that all
preventive maintenance can be accomplished during non-
operating periods or during non-critical system operating
periods.
The analyses involving A and LOR are primarily concerned
with corrective maintenance because corrective maintenance
depends on failure, is unscheduled, and must be estimated as
34

a stochastic process. Corrective maintenance is required
whenever a system is in a non-mission capable condition.
Corrective maintenance can be usually divided into the four
phases of: [Ref. 1]
(1) Detection: recognition of a fault;
(2) Diagonostic: fault location and isolation;
(3) Correction: replace and/or repair;
2
(4) Verification: test, calibration, and checkout.
These four phases are used in maintainability engineering to
define the repair process in terms of maintenance personnel,
support equipment, facilities, and other required maintenance
resources
.
A fault in the system may be detected by a system operator,
during a system check by a maintainer, or automatically by
the system itself. A fault discovered by a maintainer is
sometimes detected during preventive maintenance.
Faults occurring in a system may be classified within the




The first type of fault possibly may go undetected for a
long period of time. The system may be performing at such a
slight reduced capability that the average operator may not
2 ...Only diagnostic, correction, and verification times are
included in the calculation of MTTR.
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be aware of the difference initially. If the system is
continually operated in this state, the fault may cause the
system to eventually become more severely degraded or to
fail catastrophically
.
The second type of system fault is accompanied by a
usually noticeable reduced system performance. This fault
is critical in that the resulting system operation is below
acceptable levels of capability or threshold. Corrective
maintenance is required to restore the system to peak oper-
ating efficiency.
The third type of system fault is one in which the system
is not capable of being restored to an operating condition.
There is no system recovery possible and the only maintenance
remedy is condemnation and complete replacement of the
defective component.
Upon detection of a system fault, the corrective main-
tenance effort enters the second phase which is actually the
beginning of the repair cycle. In the diagnostic phase,
the fault is located and isolated. The purpose is to pin-
point the problem to a specific item within a lower indenture
level.
A system with low maintainability may have a high false
removal rate. A high false removal rate is characterized by
diagnosing the wrong component as the source of the fault
during the isolation phase. When this happens, the repair
cycle proceeds to the next maintenance phase under the wrong
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fault location assumption. A high false removal rate may be
remedied by implementing more reliable detection and diag-
nostic techniques.
Once the fault has been isolated to the actual malfunc-
tioning component, the maintenance process enters the third
or correction phase. At this point, the identified item is
either repaired in place or is removed and replaced by an
off-the-shelf spare. An off-the-shelf replacement is based
on the assumption that a spare is readily available from
inventory. If not, then the system remains down awaiting
the repair of the removed component or the arrival of a
replacement spare through the supply system.
Once the diagnosed faulty component has been removed and
replaced or repaired, the maintenance process moves to the
final phase involving verification and final calibration if
required. Verification is required after a corrective main-
tenance procedure has been performed for assurance that the
fault was in fact corrected. If the results of the verifica-
tion testing indicates the fault still persists, then the
repair cycle must return to the diagnostic phase.
Often the system may need recalibration before it can be
verified for operational use. This step during the final
phase ensures that the system will operate efficiently and
according to specification. Before the verification phase
of the system is complete, the system has to undergo a final
checkout to ensure that the fault was corrected.
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The repair effort is an ongoing process in that replaced
assemblies continue through the repair process until the
fault is isolated within a lower indenture level of the
assembly. This replaced assembly is then repaired as appli-
cable and then undergoes verification for certification of
fault-free operation. Upon verification, the assembly is
returned to inventory in a ready for issue (RFI) status to
be used as a future replacement item.
The repair process continues until the lowest indenture
level possible is identified as containing the fault. At
this point the fault is isolated to an item which is desig-
nated by the SM&R code for discard and replacement by a new
item from stock. An item may be designated with no further
authorized repair because an LOR analysis determined that
discard was the cost-effective corrective maintenance policy
for the item.
The faulty item is often beyond the capability of main-
tenance (BCM) at the site. One alternative is to send the
item to the next higher echelon. One of the assumptions
within LOR analysis is that a faulty item may only be sent
to a higher echelon repair site. This assumption is required
for AIR model logic. It is not unreasonable since only a
more capable repair facility would have the necessary
resources to make the needed repair.
As mentioned in Section II. D, the SM&R code reflecting
the LOR policy might not authorize the removal, replacement,
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and eventual repair of the faulty item at the maintenance
facility local to the operating site. This also necessi-
tates sending the faulty item to an LOR specified repair
facility higher in the support organization.
B. MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR SUMMARY
The above description of corrective maintenance and the
repair cycle defines the framework for the LOR objective.
The analysis objective is to formulate the LOR policy which
enables the cost-effective method of maintaining all systems
in the highest operational state possible. The analysis
must consider every item within each indenture level of a
system through investigation of feasible repair and spares
stockage alternatives at each echelon within the maintenance
and support organization. Central to this analysis is the
determination of the point at which further repair effort is
no longer cost-effective and the defective item should be
discarded and replaced with a replacement item from stock.
The data collection requirements for LOR analysis are
formidable. When a site lacks a maintenance resource such
as a peculiar support equipment for an item, the analyst
must investigate all related costs involving additional
training, space, labor, and other related resources required
to establish the equipment at the site before considering




The LOR analyst also becomes heavily involved in defining
the required corrective maintenance procedures for each
component of the system in terms of task definition. Task
definition includes required equipment, personnel technical
proficiency, space, and time necessary for task completion.





In this chapter provisioning as it is applied to Aviation
Supply Office cognizant items is briefly described.
A. INTRODUCTION
The Aviation Supply Office (ASO) defines provisioning as
a management process for determining and acquiring the appro-
priate range and depth of support items necessary to operate
and maintain an end item of material for an initial operating
period. The provisioning process is considered to begin
at the time a production contract is awarded for the system
and continues through the period of time required to have
the support items shipped by the manufacturer or supplier
to the stockage site [Ref. 7],
This thesis is concerned only with initial provisioning
which is by definition the establishment of support items
within the supply system. Follow-on provisioning is concerned
with subsequent acquisition of supplies from the same sources
to support additional systems. Reprovisioning results when
required subsequent acquisitions of supplies must come from
a new source.
B. OBJECTIVES
The objective of the provisioning process is the place-
ment of required support items in the right place in the
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right quantities in order to achieve an optimal level of
support with economy of operations. When considering economy
as a measure of effectiveness, the idea is to avoid retaining
within the supply system an overly extensive range of differ-
ent items or a greater depth of an item for which there is
no justifiable demand. There is also the concern of obsoles-
cence of items in inventory resulting from modifications of
design. Finally, the depth of each item must be determined
so that inventory is never discarded because the useful shelf
life of the item is exceeded.
Provisioning, along with LOR policy, are the bases of
life cycle support. Once the LOR policy assignment of SM&R
codes and individual item demand rates have been determined,
provisioning analysis considers where and how much should
be stocked. Because provisioning policy interacts with LOR
policy to affect life support costs and system operational
availability, LOR analysis should include provisioning
considerations
.
C. RANGE AND DEPTH
The terms 'range' and 'depth' specify the basic provision-
ing variables. Range determination refers to the decision
of what particular items should be stocked at particular
sites. It considers the cost versus benefit of including
particular items at the various sites supporting the system.
The cost-benefit analysis weighs the decrease of expected
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supply response time for the item if the item is stocked
against the item's related inventory establishment, reten-
tion, and local administration costs.
Once a range determination has been made concerning items
to be stocked, the depth decision has to be made. Depth
refers to the actual amount or number of each item to be
stocked at the site. Depth is computed to meet the average
item demand at the site for a specified self-supporting period
with an added safety level or buffer stock.
D. PROVISIONING COSTS
There are many additional costs incurred from maintaining
items in inventory. Besides the actual cost of the physical
item itself, there are space and administrative related
costs as well. Administrative costs can be separated into
the following three areas:
(a) Item entry
(b) Item retention
(c) Field supply and administration
Item entry is a one time cost per item which is incurred
during the initial procurement process when a National Stock
Number (NSN) is established for the item. Item retention is
an annually recurring cost and accounts for the cost of
maintaining the item in the NSN system. Field supply adminis-




Inventory space requirements are calculated per individual
item per site even though the Navy may already own the stock-
age space. A value has to be assigned per dollar of stockage
space investment as a measure of cost involving the oppor-
tunity foregone regarding the stocking of other item
candidates.
After all related inventory costs are properly accounted
for, inventory investment and related costs may be one of
the greatest cost areas within system life support.
E. ASO COGNIZANT PROVISIONING
1. Provisioning at Organizational Level Sites
When a ship or shore activity supports aircraft, the
site is assigned an Aviation Consolidated Allowance List
(AVCAL) . The AVCAL is an authorization document which lists
each item or component and the respective quantity the site
is designated to maintain in inventory in order to achieve
self-supporting capability for a prescribed period of time.
Usually AVCALs are constructed from Initial Outfitting Lists
(IOL) which are determined from predicted system component
rates of failure. The specified self-support periods are
designated by the Chief of Naval Operations (CNO) . A self-
supporting period is the time interval that a site should be
capable of operating over with little or no external support.
The presently CNO designated self-support periods for ships is
9 days and for land based sites is 30 days. As specified
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in OPNAV Instruction 4441. 12A [Ref. 7], the policy regarding
objective performance for AVCAL sites afloat is to be able
to fill 75 percent of all requisitions from onhand stock. A
shore activity supporting aircraft is required to be able
to fill 65 percent of all requisitions. The supply system
is to provide an overall supply availability of 85 percent.
ASO recognizes two types of item inventory:
(1) Rotatable pool;
(2) Attrition quantity.
The rotatable pool is established for items which are
authorized for local repair by the SM&R code. This quantity
of spares is to provide for immediate replacement of a faulty
component in a system while the replaced component is inducted
into the repair process. The depth of the rotatable pool
should provide 90 percent protection against being short at
least one unit during the average local repair cycle. The
specified minimum rotatable quantity is one unit when the
expected demand is one or more during a 30 day period.
The attrition quantity exists for replacement of
items which are beyond the capability of local maintenance,
scrapped during the repair process, or for items with a SM&R
code specifying discard or higher echelon repair. The cur-
rent policy is to establish an onsite attrition allowance
for 85 percent confidence against being short at least one
item during the prescribed self-support period.
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Low demand attrition items are those which have a
predicted demand of less than one unit in 9 days at a site.
When estimating low demand attrition rates, the minimum
replaceable unit (MRU) has to be considered. An MRU is the
quantity of an item to be replaced in a system when a main-
tenance requirement exists for replacement of the item. Low
demand items are included in an AVCAL in a quanity of MRU
if one of the following conditions hold:
(1) Unit cost of 5000 dollars or more and a predicted
demand of greater than 1 every six months;
(2) Unit cost of less than 5000 dollars and a predicted
demand of greater than one every nine months
.
Whenever an item is drawn from the AVCAL, an order
is immediately sent to a local stock point for a replacement.
Therefore, there is a need for system backup stock (or sys-
tem stock quantity) to provide such replacements. This
reordering policy is often referred to as a continuous review
(S-1,S) policy.
2. Wholesale Provisioning
The philosophy of provisioning is different at higher
3
echelons of support which do not operate systems . The
supply terminology referring to provisioning of backup stock
by the Inventory Control Point (ICP) is called the wholesale
level. The items provisioned at this level are defined as
3The depot has its equivalent of an AVCAL which is
called a ready supply store.
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wholesale system stock. The objective of wholesale system
stocks is to provide inventories of items to fill demands
from all the lower levels which occur during the procurement
lead time and the time after the material support date when
the first replenishment buy is made. The wholesale system
stock must also meet item requirements during the initial
depot level repair cycle (IDLRC) . The IDLRC is defined as
the entire depot level repairable pipeline which commences
with the removal and replacement of an item to be shipped
to a depot level maintenance facility and terminates with the
return of the item to a ready for issue (RFI) status.
F. PROVISIONING FOR OPERATIONAL AVAILABILITY
As of March 19 81, CNO has approved the use of the
4Availability Centered Inventory Model (ACIM) in provisioning
applications [Ref. 9]. Instead of provisioning item per
item based on individual demand rates, ACIM utilizes marginal
improvements in mean supply response time per dollar invest-
ment to iteratively determine range and depth requirements
for inventory spares. ACIM adds additional items to inventory
at the site which contributes greatest to reducing the mean
supply response time until the target MSRT is reached at
each operating site or the maximum inventory investment is
exceeded. ACIM is discussed in greater detail in Chapter VI.
The acronym ACIM is often interchangeably used with ACIR




So far ACIM has been mostly limited to determining only
organizational level stockage requirements for selected equip-
ments which have had relatively low availabilities and appear
to receive insufficient spares through normal supply channels
in achieving acceptable levels of maintenance responsiveness
[Ref . 9] . There has recently been some experimentation with
ACIM at the wholesale level. Specific programs which have




V. NAVAL AIR SYSTEMS COMMAND LOR MODEL
A. INTRODUCTION
1. Description
The 'AIR' LOR model is a mathematical procedure for
calculating whether and where avionics components should be
repaired in order to minimize the system life support costs.
AIR is implemented in a Simscript computer program and is
capable of handling a multi-indenture level system hierarchy




The AIR model is designed to determine the optimal
level of repair or discard policy for each item within a
system. For each item of the system, there are 4 alternative
policies to be considered in this following order:
(1) Local repair (IMA)
;




For a lower indenture item, the LOR alternative must have
the same or higher number in the above list than the next
higher indenture assembly. The model also assumes that each
assembly receives only one LOR designation. Therefore the
AIR model logic assumes that an IMA is located at all
organizational sites. See Section II. B. 2.
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The AIR model has an optimizing routine which computes the
least cost life support policy for any multi-indenture system.
The first step is to find the least cost or optimal assign-
ment for each SUB-SRA for each of the possible assignments
for the respective SRA. Therefore, for any assignment of a
SRA, its SUB-SRA assignment must be already determined. The
next step is to determine the optimal LOR assignment for
every SRA for each possible LOR assignment of the respective
WRA. The procedure is repeated for each indenture level
until the complete LOR policy for the whole system is deter-
mined. At each iteration step, the associated life support
cost for the next lower indenture level is therefore determined.
4. LOR Policies
The AIR model computes the life support cost for the
following 6 general LOR assignment policies:
(1) All WRA local discard;
(2) All WRA local repair, all SRA local discard;
(3) All WRA local repair, all SRA local repair, all
SUB-SRA optimized ;
(4) All WRA local repair, all SRA PIMA repair, all SUB-
SRA optimized;
The optimized LOR assignment refers to the maintenance
alternative for each particular item which results in the
overall least cost LOR policy.
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(5) All WRA local repair, all SRA Depot repair, all
SUB-SRA optimized;
(6) All items optimized.
The program will accept up to 40 user-specified alterna-
tives along with the six standard AIR policies. The user may
specify one, some, or all items by predesignated LOR coding
with the uncoded items optimized by the model.
When the user specifies LOR coding for all items, no
optimization is required and the model calculates the life
support cost.
B. AIR COMPUTATION OF LIFE SUPPORT COST
1. Cost Categories
The AIR model calculates co
categories:
(1) Support equipment
(2) Support of support equipment
(3] Inventory
(53 Inventory administration
(51 Support equipment space
(6: I Inventory storage









The AIR model then sums these costs in computing the stated
LOR life support cost. In the output reports, the cost
categories are broken out and then given as percentages of
total LSC for the component indenture level. The model also
has the capability of performing sensitivity analyses on all
cost categories as a function of specific system parameter
behavior. More explicit detail of the applicable output
reports involving sensitivity analyses are given in the AIR
MOD III User's Reference Manual [Ref. 10].
The formulas for the cost categories are given in
MIL-STD-1390B [Ref. 4] . These cost equations allow all costs
to be precisely calculated when the proper input information
is provided to the model.
As illustrated in Chapter VI of this thesis with
sample data, AIR does not adequately provision inventory.
Therefore, inventory-related costs discussed in Section IV.
D
are not accurately calculated by AIR. An availability
optimized inventory has to be determined with its associated
true inventory cost to more accurately estimate the LOR
policy life support cost.
2. Cost of Repair Requirements
The AIR computation of life cycle repair costs has
been criticized for grossly under-estimating the true costs
through improper treatment of labor costs [Ref. 11] . However,
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the model does correctly calculate labor cost and therefore
life cycle repair costs if sufficiently detailed inputs are
provided to the model. The detail required for accurate cost
of repair calculation is discussed here.
The Naval Air Systems Command has published a guide
which contains common data inputs required for performing
LOR analysis on most avionic equipment [Ref . 12] . All cost
data are in 1981 dollars. This guide provides inputs which
are common to most LOR analyses.
The guide provides current hourly labor rates for
both military and civilian personnel at various repair facili-
ties. For military personnel, these costs include base pay,
housing allowance, and other benefits due to the average
avionic technician. Civilian labor wages are provided for
the different aviation depots throughout the country. Along
with the civilian labor rate is an hourly overhead rate which
is a composite of related production and administration costs
The overhead rate summed with the wage rate is used for
civilian manned and other repair sites ashore.
AIR considers only corrective maintenance actions in
evaluating one LOR alternative cost against another. Even
though preventive maintenance tasks are very definite cost
considerations in LSC, they are not used in LOR analysis.
For accuracy in determining applicable life cycle
repair costs, a system maintenance engineer has the responsi-
bility for analyzing corrective maintenance requirements in
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great detail. Each requirement has to be considered in terms
of maintainability as outlined in Chapter III concerning
maintenance and repair. Each requirement has to be further
defined in terms of tasks for each possible alternative
repair facility. Each task has to be further analyzed in
terms of required common or peculiar general support equipment
(GSE) and other resources needed at each site. If a site
presently does not have the necessary GSE, the costs of out-
fitting the site and training the required personnel must
be evaluated before a site may be considered as an alternative
repair site.
The AIR model considers two types of tasks used in
fulfilling corrective maintenance requirements. They are:
(1) Verify tasks;
(2) Repair tasks.
Verify tasks are those required to check the existence of a
component fault. Repair tasks must include fault isolation
and location to the failed next lower indenture item, removal
and replacement of the faulty lower item, and any final system
check. The AIR model therefore aggregates the complete
maintenance process into only two tasks.
For accuracy, each task must include manhours required
to obtain, set-up, run, and stow GSE required for execution
of the task. AIR allocates GSE storage and repair space




The manpower type and quantity has to be specified
for assignment to each task. Manpower is defined by the
required training a person has to complete to be qualified.
AIR uses individual manpower type attrition rates to calcu-
late life cycle personnel training costs incurred to main-
tain the necessary technical expertise onboard. Repair labor,
which is the labor involved in repairing a failed assembly
so that it may be returned to a Ready for Issue (RFI) status,
is dependent on LOR policy because the cost of repair effort
varies from site to site.
The AIR model has the capability of including documen-
tation costs for each repair task. The cost and number of
each document type has to be provided. The respective task
manhours should account for the effort expended in adminis-
tering the required documentation.
Finally, through the optimizing procedure of the
model, AIR calculates 'swap-out labor' which must occur
regardless of the LOR policy of a component. Swap-out labor
is the labor involved in fault locating and isolating to a
failed sub-assembly.
C. AIR SPARES INVENTORY COMPUTATIONS
1. Component Replacement
AIR calculates the number of individual components
which annually require replacement at each site. This calcu-
lation is then used as the basis for calculating the number
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of items repaired, items scrapped, items discarded, and the
item inventory level for the site.
The annual number of real failures for a specific
component at a specific site is calculated as follows:
RFAIL = NITEM
x QPRATE x 12
MTBF x DEG




= replications of component per system;
MHOUR ( i ) =
ratio of component operating hours to
system hours;
average monthly operating hours per
month for aircraft type i;
NAC(i) = number of aircraft type i at the site;
D(i) = deployment factor as a fraction of a year
for aircraft type i at the site;
MTBF = component mean time to failure;
DEG = degradation factor which, when multiplied
by the predicted MTBF yields a reasonable
estimate of the operational MTBF; and
i = aircraft type.
Using RFAIL, AIR next calculates the annual number of the
component for disposition at the site by applying the false
removal rate and false removal detection rate.






FRR = false removal rate for the item; and
1-FDR = rate of false removals undetected.
DISP is therefore the annual number of that particular com-
ponent which will require a spare replacement in stock in
order to immediately restore the next higher indenture level
component back to operational status.
2 . Rotatable Pool Quantity
When the LOR coding allows for local repair of the
component, the site is allowed a rotatable pool quantity as
per ASO provisioning policy to replace items failing during
the local repair cycle. The number of annual local repairs
to a component at a site is calculated by AIR as:




BCM = rate which repairable item is beyond the
capability of local maintenance; and
SCR = item scrap rate.
This equation reveals that AIR does not attempt to locally
repair items which were falsely removed but not detected as
such. AIR must, therefore, consider the verify task to be
completely effective in identifying falsely removed items
which were also undetected during removal.
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From the annual number of component repairs for an
item, AIR determines the average number of component failures
during the average repair cycle at the site. This quantity








average repair cycle time for the site
in days;
site deployment factor which is a weighted
average of the deployment factors for
the different aircraft types at the
site.
This formula reintroduces the deployment factor in order to
consider the expected number of failures occurring during a
repair cycle when the site is fully deployed and operating
the systems for average amount of time for the site.
Once RAWRP is determined, AIR determines the final
rotatable pool for the item at the site as shown in Table II.
In his critique of the AIR model [Ref . 13] , Neches
reports that the rotatable pool (RP) quantity attempts to
provide a 95 percent protection against stockout of the item
at the site and that this is based on the assumption of a
Poisson distributed number of failures for the item during




Integeration Rules for Calculating
Rotatable Pool [Ref. 4]







> 3.89 Closest integer (RAWRP+1)
from the approximate similarity of the Poisson distribution
in the right-hand tail to the Normal distribution. Because
the mean equals the variance for Poisson distributed random
variables, a 9 5% confidence level of providing for all item
failures occurring during the repair cycle can be estimated
by:
RP = INT[RAWRP + 1.645 x /RAWRP] , (5.5)
where INT represents the operation rounding to the next
highest integer.
Neches also offers a comparison for quantities calcu-
lated by AIR using Table II criteria against Poisson calcu-
lated and Normal approximations for rotatable pool quantities
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(Table III) . For the Poisson and normal approximation of
RP , the numbers within the parentheses adjacent to each
quantity in the table represents the percent confidence level,
for the respective method of calculation, against stockout
with that particular RP quantity. The confidence level adja-
cent to the AIR calculated quantities using Table II criteria
represents the Poisson calculated confidence level for that
particular RP quantity.
Table III points out that when the predicted demand
is less than 1.0 during the local repair cycle, AIR provisions
quite adequately. Above a demand of 1.0, AIR consistently
provides fewer rotatable spares than required for a 95 per-
cent probability against local item stockout. Neches further
points out that provisioning for stockout protection per
individual item would lead to a total system stockage confi-
dence level of:
N
CL = n P(i) (5.6)
i=l
where:
P(i) = confidence level against stockout for
item i ; and
N = number of individual components in the
system.
3. Attrition Quantity
AIR provides user sites with an attrition quantity to




Demand Related Inventory Approximations [Ref . 13]
DEMAND On-Site Quantities
AIR POISSON NORMAL APPROX
1 (98)0.2 1 (98) 1 (98)
0.3 1 (96) 1 (96)
0.4 1 (94) 2 (99)
0.5 1 (91) 2 (99)
0.6 2 (98) 2 (98)
0.7 2 (97) 2 (97)
0.8 2 (95) 2 (95)
0.9 2 (94) 3 (99)
1.0 2 (92) 3 (98)
2.0 3 (86) 5 (.98)
3.0 5 (92) 6 (97)
4.0 5 (79) 8 (98)
5.0 6 (76) 9 (97)
6.0 7 (74) 10 (96)
7.0 8 (73) 12 (97)
8.0 9 (72) 13 (97)
9.0 10 (71) 14 (96)
10.0 11 (70) 15 (95)
11.0 12 (69) 17 (97)
15.0 16 (66) 22 (97)
20.0 21 (64) 28 (97)
50.0 51 (59) 62 C95)

























scrapped items, or for items BCM for local maintenance. The
requires days of attrition quantity stock is discussed in
Section IV. E concerning the designated self-supporting
period.
If an item's LOR code does not authorize local repair
or the item is designated for discard upon failure, then a
raw attrition quantity is computed as:
D . TT DISP x RDAY ,- _.^ * 365xDSITE ' (5 ' 7)
where:
RDAY = the designated self-supporting period.
If the local site is authorized to repair the item,
then attrition quantity is calculated to provide for items
scrapped during repair and items BCM for the site. The raw
attrition quantity is calculated from:
[DISP x BCM + NREP x ( 1-BCM) x SCR] x RDAY ,_ Q .KAQ
- 365 x DSITE * lD * 8 '
The final site attrition allowance quantity (AQ)
depends on the item unit price, RAQ, and rotatable quantity
(RP) . The following conditions specify AIR AQ determination





(1) If RP = 0, item cost > $5000, and RAQ < 1/2, then
AQ =
(2) If RP = 0, item cost > $5000, and RAQ > 1/2, then
AQ = INT (RAQ)
(3) If RP = 0, item cost < $50 00, and RAQ < 1/3, then
AQ =
(4) If RP > 0, RAQ < 1, then AQ =
(5) If RP = 0, item cost < $5000, and 1/3 < RAQ < 1,
then use AQ Table conversion
(6) If RP = 0, item cost < $5000, and RAQ > 1, then
INT (RAQ), use AQ Table conversion
(7) If RP > 0, RAQ > 1, then INT(RAQ), use AQ Table
conversion.
The AQ Table is presented in detail in MIL-STD-1390B
[Ref . 4] . MIL-STD-1390B states that this table is based on
ASO range and depth criteria for computing allowance quanti-
ties. The AQ Table provides AQ as a function of unit price
and RAQ. Regardless of the item cost, the least assigned
attrition quantity for an item in the AQ Table is based on
the normal approximation for the Poisson number of failures
during the self-supporting period but resulting in an assigned
quantity similar to those in column one of Table III.
The application of the AQ Table conditions in deter-
mining the sites allowance quantity results in the stocking
of a greater quantity of less expensive items as compared to
a more expensive item with the same demand.
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4 . System Stock Quantity
The AIR model does not explicitly consider a continu-
ous review ordering policy, but does allow for a system stock
quantity (SSQ) to be procured to satisfy demands due to
anticipated losses during the procurement lead time (expected
demand plus some safety stock—user specified) . The SSQ
is also used to replace quantities caught in repair cycles
or supply lead times exceeding required days of stock. AIR
does not designate exactly where SSQ is stocked, but it is
assumed to be at the highest echelon when the items are not
actually in supply transit. This assumption is based on the
similarity of the AIR calculation of the system stock quan-
tity to wholesale level provisioning. An abbreviated equa-
tion describing SSQ is as follows:






procurement leadtime + desired safety level
in years;
annual number of the items which are
scrapped throughout all organizations;
repair cycle (in a fraction of a year)
from echelon i to higher echelon repair
facilities minus the required fraction of
a year stock at echelon i;
total annual number of items sent to higher
echelon repair facilities from echelon i; and
i = site operating the system,
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Any XTIME(i) is not considered whenever it is less than
zero.
5. Inventories at Non-User Sites
It should be pointed out that higher echelon sites
are not allowed a rotatable pool or attrition quantity with
the exception of the system stock quantity. This is because
AIR attempts to follow ASO guidelines specifying rotatable
and attritions quantities only at user sites. AIR was not
developed to be a provisioning model but rather as a repair/
discard decision model and, therefore, is indifferent to
system supply responsiveness. The model was developed to
reflect costs associated with an LOR policy as accurately as
possible and the provisioning developed within AIR attempted




VI. AVAILABILITY CENTERED INVENTORY MODEL
This chapter introduces the Availability Centered Inven-
tory Model (ACIM) and briefly describes concepts used by
ACIM to determine the system A at an operating site.
The model utilized in this thesis is the ACIM 2.0 version
as implemented by the author for use on the NPS IBM 3033.
7Except for JCARD formatting and features mentioned below,
the ACIM 2.0 User's Handbook [Ref . 15] should be consulted
for further information.
A. INTRODUCTION
ACIM is a PL/1 computer model used to calculate spare
parts inventory requirements for all items in a multi-
indentured system at designated stockage locations throughout
a multi-echelon supply support system. The model may be
used for determining inventory requirements for one of the
following purposes:
(1) Maximum system A within a target inventory investment;
(2) Least cost inventory investment to achieve a speci-
fied system A at various sites.
The model also has the capability of comparing an ACIM
determined stockage policy to one of the following stockage
policies
:
7JCARD data refers to a group of input data cards used in
ACIM. This group of cards is used to input additional or
optional information about particular items in the system.
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(1) Maintenance Criticality Oriented (MCO) Consolidated
Allowance List (COSAL) policy;
(2) .25 FLSIP COSAL policy; 8
(3) Center for Naval Analyses (CNA) Modified COSAL policy;
(4) User-specified item inventory levels at the various
supply sites;
(5) User-defined protection policy against individual
item stockout;
(6) Department of Defense INST 4140.4 2 provisioning
policy;
(7) Uniform Inventory Control Point wholesale policy.
Reference 7 may be used for amplifying information on many
of the standard provisioning policies listed above.
The fourth comparison capability is the applicable ACIM
feature used in this thesis. The different site inventory
levels calculated by the AIR model are inserted for compari-
son with an ACIM determined inventory.
B. MODEL THEORY
1. Availability Calculation
The model utilizes the following formula for calcu-
lating A as explained in Section II. E.
gFLSIP is an acronym for the Fleet Support Improvement
Program. The .25 reflects the establishment of a demand
cutoff of .25 per year (or 0.0625 per quarter) for stockage
of an item. If the demand rate at the site per quarter is
equal to or greater than 1.0, then a stockage level is
established for a 90 percent protection against stockout of
the item at the site. When the quarterly demand rate at the
site is between # 0625 and 1.0, then the minimum replaceable
unit (MRU) of the item is stocked. Otherwise, the item is





o MTBF + MTTR + MSRT ko.±)
ACIM requires MTBF and MTTR as inputs. System MTTR
is the fault isolation, removal, and replacement of the
faulty WRA. Both models assume this can be accomplished at
the organizational level. These inputs are estimated param-
eters for the system if it is still in the development and
design phase. The model takes the above formula and divides
both the numerator and denominator by MTBF. The result is:
A
o 1 + FR x (MTTR + MSRT) ' (6.2)
where:
FR = failure rate of the system = 1/MTBF.
For a site operating a single system, the model
determines maximum A through the above equation by setting
MSRT to zero (which is also equivalent to the system inherent
availability) . For a site which operates N identical sys-
9
terns, ACIM calculates the maximum availability that the
site could expect to attain as:
-
* 1 i g 2)A
" 1 + FR x N x MTTR * l ' '
AQ equation (6.3) is not actually a system AQ . A more
appropriate term for the ACIM calculated Aq is site A .
ACIM calculates A for the site and is a function of the
operational status of all systems at the site. The exponen-
tial system failure rate at a site therefore equals N/MTBF.
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Equation (6.3) indicates that maximum attainable A
at a site is not influenced directly by LOR policy. The
most influential parameter is system MSRT which may approach
zero under any LOR policy. The goal for spare parts provision-
ing is, therefore, to develop an LOR policy which allows
MSRT to approach zero least inexpensively in terms of inven-
tory required at each site.
The model also assumes exponential rates of failure
for all items in the system. Because of the exponentially
distributed times to failure, the number of system failures
during a time period are Poisson distributed. An item stock-
age policy could never actually achieve a MSRT of zero be-
cause the Poisson distribution allows some probability for
an infinite number of item failures to occur within any time
period.
2 . Stockage Determination
Because ACIM assumes the continuous review ordering
policy described in Section IV. E, the operating site orders
a replacement item from the next higher facility each time
an item is removed from stock or whenever the site cannot
fill the item demand through on-hand stocks. Once received
by the ordering site, the item is used to fill the demand
or replace the item removed from stock if the site has a
defined allowance for stocking the item in inventory.
The model does not allow for lateral transfer of
spare parts within the same echelon of support or supply
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from a lower echelon. These supply constraints are not
exactly true in real practice but they are assumed in the
model logic.
The model recognizes that a failed item must be
shipped to the facility authorized by the SM&R code to
repair the item. The model allows the item to become ready
for issue (RFI) after a completion of the average repair
cycle time for the repair facility. Once RFI, the repaired
item is then returned to stock at the repair facility or at
another site supported by the repair facility with an
allowance for stocking the item.
If an item is specified to be discarded after failure,
then the ICP acquires a replacement after a specified supply
procurement leadtime. The item manufacturer is considered
to have an infinite supply. Once acquired by the ICP, the
item moves through the supply network until it reaches the
ordering site. This item movement is defined by lead times
required for a lower echelon to receive supplies from the
next higher facility. Scrapped items are treated similarly
to discarded items.
The model appears to use the concepts of rotatable
pool and attrition quantities in determining inventory
effectiveness in meeting item demand at a site.
The model uses an iterative process which determines
for each iteration, the number of items and where they should
be placed to achieve the lowest mean supply response time
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(MSRT) per dollar invested for that item. Alternatively,
the model determines the item and respective stockage facility
which decreases MSRT most significantly for the organizational
level per dollar spent.
MSRT represents the expected delay time for a site to
receive a part upon demand through the multi-echelon support
organization. ACIM expresses MSRT as the ratio of the ex-
pected number of backorders over the mean stock replenishment
time T to the mean demand rate A
00
MSRT = r I < x" s ) Pr(X;XT) (6.4)A X=S
where:
S = initial stock level of the item at the site;
and
Pr(X;AT) = Poisson probability of X units of the item
being demanded during time T.
T is calculated by the model through the equation:
where
:
T = Pa(R + R') + (1-Pa) (L + L') (6.5)
Pa = probability of the item not repairable
at this site;
R = average supply lead time from the next
higher supply source;
R* = additional resupply time from if the item




L = Local repair cycle assuming the repair parts
are in stock;
L ' = extra repair time required if repair parts
are not immediately in stock.
The system MSRT at a site is a weighted sum involv-
ing the failure rate values and the MSRT at the site for
items at the first indenture level. The MSRT for the first
indenture level items is calculated as a function of repair
cycle time, MSRT for lower indentured items, and MSRT for
the item itself from higher echelon support facilities.
In Equations (6.4) and (6.5), H, Pa, R, and L are
user inputs to the model. The other parameters are expected
values which have to be updated after each model iteration
of item placement somewhere in the support organization.
For higher echelon sites, such as the PIMA's and
depot, the probability distribution of demands during time
T is a compound Poisson process. The item demand rates from
all the next lower echelon sites the facility supports are
summed together to derive the item compound Poisson demand
rate for the facility.
The depot item demand rate is the compound Poisson
demand of all the intermediate sites. The depot also uses
a (S-1,S) ordering policy and, therefore, orders from the
manufacturer or stock point each time the depot inventory
has a unit reduction of stock. The manufacturer or stock
point is considered by ACIM to have an infinite inventory.
The depot, as modeled by ACIM, never considers a minimum
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reorder point or an economic order quantity as actual prac-
tice would dictate.
The iterative process continues until the target
inventory investment level or the supply organization
provisioning level is such that an additional unit of any
item in inventory does not appreciably decrease MSRT. The
model calls this a "saturation point"--the expected overall
system MSRT is less than 0.001 day (approx. 1.5 minutes)
at the site. This low MSRT results from the ACIM assumption
of a zero supply response time for an on-hand item.
Figure 6.1 graphically illustrates the result of the
ACIM provisioning process.
The curve represents the maximum A , corresponding
to the minimum MSRT, which it is possible to achieve under
a specified level of investment.
$ Invested
Figure 6.1. Maximum Availability Per Investment
in Inventory [Ref. 9]
Notice at zero dollars of investment the curve does




Poisson distribution and reliability theory allow a small
probability for no component failures.
Also notice that the curve is asymptotic to a value
less than 1.0. This corresponds to the point of provision-
ing saturation to which MRST is decreased to the minimum
MSRT. At the point of provisioning saturation, the system's
MTBF and MTTR dominate the A equation.
o
Equivalent ly, the curve in Figure 6.1 also demon-
strates the decreasing marginal improvement of system A
as spares provisioning investment becomes greater. This is
shown by the flattening of the curve to the right.
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VII. AIR PARAMETER ADAPTATION TO ACIM INPUT REQUIREMENTS
This chapter describes how data inputs for AIR were
transformed into the format required for ACIM.
A. SYSTEM MEAN-TIME-TO-REPAIR
The first card input for ACIM has a data field for MTTR,
MTTR as defined for ACIM, refers to the mean-time-to-repair
a system at an organizational site. ACIM requires MTTR to
be expressed as a decimal fraction of a day.
To calculate system MTTR, this author used an expected
value approach to estimate the expected time required to
locate and isolate a previously detected system defect and
then to remove, replace, test, and verify full system opera-
tion. This can be calculated as follows:





P(WRA(i)) = the probability that WRA(i) contains
the fault;
MTTR(i) = mean time to fault locate, isolate,
remove, replace, and final check the
system given that WRA. (i) contained
the fault.




B. COMPONENT DEMAND RATE
ACIM does not consider MTBF for each system component
directly as the AIR model does. Instead, it requires the
Best Replacement Factor (BRF) for each item. The Standard
Data Element Dictionary [Ref. 14] defines BRF as the total
annual replacement for the item divided by the item popula-
tion. One can therefore calculate the BRF for each item
from the MTBF used in AIR. The transformation procedure
used in this thesis is as follows. First the mean time
between removals (MTBR) for the item must be calculated.
MTBR = MTBF x [1 + FRR x (1 - FDR)] , (7.2)
where:
FRR = false removal rate; and
FDR = false removal detection rate.
Next, the total annual system operating hours (THOUR) must
be calculated.




N(i) = number of systems at site (i) ;
MHOUR(i) = average number of operating hours per
system per month at site (i) ; and
D(i) = deployment factor for site (i) .
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Next find total annual replacements for the component
THOUR (7 ,,TREP
~ NITBM x MTBR ' K '
where:
NITEM = number of the item in a system.
The component population is calculated by
POP = I £N(i) x NITEM] (7.5)
i
Finally
BRF - 2gf (7.6)
ACIM uses the BRF to calculate the item Poisson failure
rate at a site (i) for time T as follows:
Item Daily BRF x NITEM x N (i) xQPER(i) xT (? ?)
Failure Rate 365
where
OPER(i) = the system operational usage rate at
site (i) which is explained with




ACIM uses the third and fourth digits of the SM&R code
to determine where in the multi-echelon support organization
the item can be repaired. The model will only consider a
three-echelon support system, and, within any echelon, it
does not rank repair capability for different sites within
the same echelon as is done in actual practice. This means
that, for both required positions of the item SM&R code in
ACIM, any of the following code conventions may be used to
describe a maintenance alternative for an item.
Organizational level repair 2,3,4,5,6,0
Prime intermediate level repair F,G,H,J
Depot level repair D,C,L
Discard X,Z
The SM&R code definitions are listed in the Standard Data
Element Dictionary [Ref . 14] . For the analysis in this
thesis, '0' is used to designate organizational level
repair, 'H' is used to designate PIMA repair, 'D 1 is used
to designate depot repair, and 'X' is used to designate the
discard LOR alternative.
The third position of the SM&R code states the lowest
echelon which may remove the item from the next higher
indenture level item. For all WRA's this position must
specify organizational repair because a model assumption is
that the least capable organizational level may at least
fault isolate, locate, remove and replace at the WRA level
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in order to restore the system back to operational status.
Also for program logic, the third position code designation
may not indicate a lower echelon than the repair designation
of the next higher indenture level
.
The fourth position of the SM&R cede states the lowest
echelon which may repair the item. For logical purposes,
the fourth position code may not designate a repair echelon
lower than the third position (which indicates the echelon
which may remove the item)
.
D. MISSION ESSENTIALITY CODES
ACIM has the capability of considering mission essen-
tiality codes (MEC) for the different items. MEC codes are
used in some provisioning policies to indicate the criticality
of the item to the system's ability to perform its specified
mission. Because AIR does not have the ability to consider
item essentiality, this thesis application requires modeling
all items as vital to system operation. The MEC default
value of 1 is therefore assigned to all items. Also when
using ACIM for AIR suggested site inventory levels compari-
son, the run option program coding should indicate MEC codes
are not to be considered.
E. SITE DESCRIPTION
1. Sites Operating Systems
Unlike AIR, ACIM specifies that only organizational
level sites may operate systems. This also means that all
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user sites must have an '0' designation and must be within
the lowest echelon level.
The method this thesis uses to allow a PIMA site
to operate systems, as in AIR, is to insert a dummy site
under the intermediate site representing the operational capa-
bility of the PIMA. To correctly model this arrangement,
the dummy site is designated with *0' to allow systems to
operate from it but the dummy site is defined without repair
or stockage capability. Also the replacement item lead time
from the actual PIMA facility is given as zero so that items
are forced to be stocked and repaired at the PIMA site but
without causing an increase in MSRT for the dummy operational
site.
2. Site System Operational Usage Differences
In earlier versions of ACIM, there was no way to
distinguish differences in average system usage for the
different sites. In the NPS installed version, a capability
exists for this designation. On each input data card desig-
nating the characteristic parameters of a site, there is a
data field for an entry called the operational level. A
more appropriate name for this data entry is system usage.
If nothing is put in this field, a default value of 1 is
used. System usage for a site is expressed as a decimal
This arrangement appeared to work fairly well, but
due to an apparent bug in ACIM, some items were allowed to
be stocked at the dummy site. This was handled by combining
inventories for the PIMA and dummy site.
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fraction derived by dividing the average monthly individual
system operational time at the site by the overall average
monthly individual system operational time. This input
field enables AIR site differences involving system usage
to be represented in ACIM.
The procedural steps for calculating system usage
at each site are as follows:
First calculate total annual system operational hours
using Equation (7.3). Next, calculate the average
overall monthly system operational time per system,
AVEH = ££§ , (7.8)
where
N = the total number of systems (the sum of
all N(i) )
.
Calculate AVE(i) = average monthly system operational




System Usage for Site (i) = AVEn— • (7.9)
The system usage fraction for each site is multi-
plied by the item BRF rates to determine the individual
site demand rates for each item.
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3 . Steady State Site Representation
The AIR inputs specify how systems are deployed
annually to different sites for consideration in calculating
system life support costs. In order to do this, the same
systems might be represented more than once for different
sites with the deployment factor D(i) showing percentage of
annual time the system is operated at each different site (i)
.
As long as the deployment factors pertaining to each indi-
vidual system add together for a total annual deployment
of less than or equal to one, then model logic is maintained.
For modeling with ACIM, a different approach has to
be taken. All sites cannot be represented simultaneously,
but as an expected steady state of operation for all the
systems throughout the Navy. This steady state may be
thought of as a snapshot of normal system operation through-
out the Navy at any instant in time.
An example of this steady state is the aircraft carrier
situation on the east coast of the USA. There are six
carriers available, but at any given time only three are
operationally deployed. The east coast carrier situation
would, therefore, have to be modeled as three and the ACIM
derived inventory requirements would have to be transferred
to the other three carriers when they deploy or are allo-
cated through calculations outside the model. This is be-
cause for the steady state situation, the east coast
intermediate supply facilities only support the activities
of the three deployed carriers.
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It should be noted that the systems usually onboard
the nondeployed carriers might be temporarily operating at
a Naval Station. While ashore, the systems are often operated
at a reduced monthly rate. The steady state modeled by ACIM
has to reflect a shore-based organizational site which
supports the three non-carrier deployed squadrons. This
site is often a PIMA. Here the PIMA operational level is
useful for defining the reduced system operation rate for




The ACIM version implemented at NPS has the capa-
bility of modeling ten different sites in the support
organization. Any user requiring additional sites to be
considered will have to adapt the JCARD input format to
reflect this. This is easily done with some minor program-
ming changes. The NPS implementation was done to enable 80
column input card usage while maintaining the capability
to input the parameters required for the other possible
ACIM comparison policies. Appendix A illustrates required
JCARD format for the NPS version.
5. ECM Considerations
Unlike the AIR model, ACIM is unable to consider
beyond the capability of maintenance rates for any item at
the various repair facilities. The analyst utilizing ACIM
should be aware that an item sent to the SM&R designated
location for repair is modeled as either being repaired or
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scrapped at that site. The model does not consider sending
the item to a higher repair-capable site if the fault is
one which is BCM for the designated site. An analyst con-
cerned that this ACIM shortcoming will detrimentally influ-
ence his desired results might consider redetermining the
LOR code or adjusting the item repair scrap rate. This






The chapter describes the example scenario used to
illustrate the feasibility of using the ACIM model to
determine the provisioning required to attain a specified
level of system operational availability for an LOR policy
evaluated by AIR.
A. SYSTEM COMPONENT BREAKDOWN AND DESCRIPTION
The illustration system is a three indenture-level hier-
archy of items. Table IV lists all pertinent system
characteristics data used in both AIR and ACIM model inputs.
All items in the system have a false removal rate of
zero and a false removal detection rate of one.
The system MTTR is 0.07 of a day (approximately 1 hour
and 45 minutes) . This is the fraction of a day required .to
fault isolate to a WRA, remove and replace the defective
WRA, and verify the system ready for operational use.
The item names in Table IV illustrate the indentured
hierarchical relationship of the items within the system.
A cost for the entire system is not given because it
is not an input requirement for either model, nor is it
germane to the analysis. LOR and provisioning policies do
not depend on total system price unless the price is so
small that the cost-effective maintenance policy would be








































































































































































Number of the item in the system
The cost in dollars of one item
mean time before failure
best replacement factor
item scrap rate during repair







The model assumptions do not require a scrap rate or
SM&R code be assigned to the system.
B. HYPOTHETICAL NAVY MAINTENANCE SUPPORT ORGANIZATION
This section describes a hypothetical Navy three-echelon
maintenance and support organization which supports the
illustration system in this thesis. Actual sites were used
in this example for greater understanding and appreciation
of transit distances and supply lead times. The site param-
eters used in this example are for illustration purposes
only and are not actual data.
The Naval Air Systems Command Avionic Equipment Default
Data Guide [Ref . 12] provided a basis for specifying inter-
site lead times which were adjusted to reflect different
distances between sites.
At the organizational level, there are both ship and
land-based sites operating the equipment. Six operational
squadrons are homebased at NAS Cecil Field on the east coast
and six operational squadrons are homebased at NAS North
Island on the west coast. An operational squadron is com-
posed of ten systems. Each operational squadron annually
deploys on a ship 50 percent of the time with the remaining
50 percent spent operating from the homebase. Actual ship
deployment is rotated among the six squadrons on each coast
so that three squadrons constantly remain at each homebase
NAS. On both coasts, two of the shipboard squadrons are
considered forward-deployed with the third shipboard
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squadron in a working-up predeployment status. A squadron
returns from forward deployment upon onstation relief by
the predeployment squadron. As a squadron returns to its
homebase, another squadron commences predeployment shipboard
operations
.
At NAS North Island, there is a permanently established
training squadron consisting of 15 systems.
Per system monthly operating hours are as follows:
Training squadron 30 hours
Homebased squadron 25 hours
Shipboard squadron 40 hours
Each NAS actually is a PIMA because of its expanded
repair and spare parts inventory capability. The PIMA
portion of each NAS is considered the second echelon of
support even though it is co-located at an operational
site.
The NAS Cecil Field PIMA supports all east coast squad-
rons whether they are shore-based or ship-based. The NAS
North Island PIMA supports only the training squadron, shore-
based squadrons, and the predeployed ship-based squadron.
Once squadrons on the west coast deploy forward, their
PIMA requirements are supported by the facility at NAS
Cubi Point, Philippines. There are no locally operated
systems at NAS Cubi Point.
The highest echelon is the depot which is represented by
the Naval Air Rework Facility (NARF) , Alameda, California
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and the Naval Supply Center (NSC) , Oakland, Ca. These two
facilities are treated as one because the lead time to each
PIMA from the NARF for reissued repairables is virtually the
same as the lead time to each PIMA from the supply center
for replacement of consumed items. There are no systems
operated at either the NARF or the NSC.
Analysis is facilitated when the separate squadrons at
an NAS are aggregated into one squadron. The system monthly
hours are weighted by the number of systems in each squadron
type to arrive at an average monthly system hour usage for
each site.
Table V illustrates the AIR inputs used to model the
support organization in this scenario.
Table VI illustrates the ACIM input data used to model
the sample scenario support organization, as depicted in
Figure 2.3.
C. ACIM COMPARISON OF AIR PROVISIONING
1. Discussion of Output Format
The following tables summarize the ACIM comparison of
AIR provisioning for each site. The first ACIM run was the
least cost provisioning resulting in 9 5 percent system A or
the maximum attainable A for the site if it is lower than
o
95 percent. Since the first ACIM run (ACIM(l)) resulted in
different provisioning for each carrier site, a second ACIM




AIR Support Organization Data
SITE NAME
DEPOT
DAYS REP NUM NUM MON DEPL




2 PIMA, CF 3 30 7 1 30 25 1.0 1 1.0




4 PIMA, NI 3 30 7 1 45 27 1.0 1 1.0
5 PIMA, CUBI 3 1 1 1.0







ECH describes the site type
1 = Ship-based operational site
2 = Land-based operational site
3 = PIMA site (may operate systems)
4 = Depot
DAYS STK is the required days stock
For operational sites, DAYS STK = designated
self-supporting period
For Depot, DAYS STK = 273 days procurement lead
time plus 45 days buffer stock
REP CYC is the repair cycle at an operational site
For faulty items sent to higher echelon repair
sites for AIR system stock calculations,
the repair cycles are as follows:
Ship - PIMA 70
Ship - Depot 100
PIMA - Depot 60
Ship - PIMA - Depot 116
NUM SITE = number of sites represented by site type
NUM SYS = number of systems at a site
MON HRS = the system monthly operating hours at the site





DIST-RP describes how repairables at each site are sent
to higher echelons.
ID = higher echelon repair site ID number
PCT = percent repairables sent to that site ID.
The PCTs for each higher echelon added together




ACIM Support Organization Data
LEAD REP NUM NUM SYSTM
ITE NAME ECH s R TIME CYC SHE SYS USAGE
1 DEPOT D X X 273 37 1
2 PIMA, CF I X X 10 7 1
2A SQDN, CF 1 30 0.773
3 CV, EAST X X 25 7 3 10 1.240
4 PIMA, NI I X X 9 7 1
4A SQDN, NI 1 45 0.828
5 CV, WEST X X 10 7 1 10 1.240
6 PIMA, CUBI I X X 13 7 1
5A CV, WSTPAC X X 15 7 2 10 1.240
Note: Sites 2A and 4A are dummy sites, see Section VII .E
Site 5A is part of site 5 in the AIR data
where
ECH describes the type of site
= organizational site
1 = intermediate site
D = depot site
R - an X in this column indicates the site has a repair
capability
S - an X in this column indicates the site has an inventory
stockage capability
LEAD TIME - the average time required to receive supply
items from the next higher echelon
REP CYC - the average repair cycle time at the site
NUM SITE - the number of sites this site type represents
NUM SYS - number of systems at each site
SYSTM USAGE - fraction of monthly system operating time at
the site compared to the overall average
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identical fixed inventory. This fixed carrier inventory was
arbitrarily chosen from the first run ACIM provisioning for
east coast carriers because this carrier location represented
the larger number of carriers.
With all carrier provisioning fixed, only the PIMA's
and the Depot provisioning had to be determined through ACIM
optimization. The purpose behind this procedure was to
standardize the carrier inventory.
In the following tables, the following output data
is given. The MSRT is the mean supply response time for the
item at the site resulting from either a local or lower
echelon demand. QTY is the amount of the item stocked at
the site for the respective policy.
Below this data are some item stockage data. The
number of items excluded by SM&R code for stockage is given.
The number of stockage candidates is the total number of sys-
tem items minus the number of items excluded by their SM&R
code. The number of items nonstocked is the number of
items which were stockage candidates at the site, but were
not stocked by the respective policy. The number of units
stocked is the sum of the number of each item stocked at
the site.
The stocked investment is the dollar cost of the
inventory suggested by each policy for the site.
The performance factors under each site measure the
inventory as a whole at the site. Site inventory performance
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considers all demands from lower echelon sites supported
by the facility and all locally generated item demands. The
fill rate is the expected fraction of demands on inventory
at the site which are immediately filled from stocks on-
hand. The expected units short is the sum, over all stock-
age candidates, of the number of units demanded but not
immediately available from stock. The backorder days is the
sum, over all items in the system, of the number of units
demanded at the site but not immediately available from
stock multiplied by the expected length of time each back-
order exists before a replacement item becomes available
thro-gh repair or resupply. The expected units short and
the backorder days are referenced to unfilled demands
occurring during 90 days (CNO designated self-supporting
period) for an organizational site and during the respective
resupply lead time from the next higher echelon for non-
organizational sites.
Only sites which operate the system have availa-
bility statistics listed in the following tables. The
achieved A is the ACIM calculated operational availability
at the site for the respective policy. The maximum A is
the ACIM calculated maximum operational availability which
could be achieved at the site. The maximum A is similar
o
to the inherent availability except that ACIM calculates








NUM NAME MSRT QTY MSRT qty MSRT (2TY
100 WRA-1 0.0636 15 0.4341 13 0.4341 13
110 SPA-1 2.1235 6 92.8968 2 170.9251 1
120 SRA-2 3.6143 6 25.1885 4 25.1885 4
130 SRA-3 35.1256 5 62.8274 4 62.8274 4
200 WRA-2 0.0000 59 0.0024 35 0.3573 32
210 SRA-4 0.3828 11 45.1436 5 24.9053 6
240 SRA-5 0.0000 42 17.0098 21 17.0098 21
300 WRA-3 0.1807 12 0.1807 12 0.5004 11
310 SRA-6 2.2756 7 34.7092 4 15.5719 5
350 SPA-7 9.3856 4 26.4893 3 26.4893 3
400 WRA-4 1.2759 37 0.0698 43 1.8045 36
500 WRA-5 0.0000 30 0.3918 21 0.0944 23
560 SRA-8 0.0888 17 14.4852 10 24.1373 9
570 SRA-9 19.1711 2 83.7346 1 272.9998
580 SRA-10 16.8299 14 24.7764 13 16.8299 14
600 WRA-6 0.0403 16 0.6693 13 0.6693 13
660 SRA-11 2.8482 6 50.3807 3 21.8853 4
690 SRA-12 0.1452 14 29.6795 7 29.6795 7













# of Stock Candidates; 20 20 20
# Items Stocked 19 20 19
# Items Nonstock 1







Fill Rate 0.879 0.946 0.930
Exptd Unts Sht 125.520 53.764 71.215









NAME MSRT QTY MSRT QTY MSRT QTY
100 WRA-1 0.5086 1 0.0000 3 0.0000 3
110 SRA-1 1.7379 1 4.1316 1 7.2011 1
120 SRA-2 1.9973 1 0.5776 2 0.5776 2
130 SRA-3 3.2247 1 5.7780 1 5.7780 1
200 WRA-2 0.0215 3 0.0000 5 0.0001 4
210 SRA-4 1.2231 2 2.0034 2 3.9708 1
240 SRA-5 0.2667 7 0.8572 6 1.4941 5
300 WRA-3 0.4148 1 0.0000 3 0.0000 3
310 SRA-6 0.4931 2 0.8345 2 0.6208 2
350 SRA-7 1.4218 1 1.7330 1 1.7330 1
400 WRA-4 1.8102 4 0.0000 10 0.0000 13
500 WRA-5 0.0618 2 0.0036 3 0.0032 3
560 SPA-
8
0.7712 3 0.3689 4 1.1307 3
570 SRA-9 0.7837 1 1.4922 1 4.6595 1
580 SRA-10 4.7461 1 0.8538 3 4.7461 1
600 WRA-6 0.5344 1 0.0000 3 0.0000 3
660 SRA-11 1.8886 1 0.7588 2 0.4979 2
690 SRA-12 33.4004 2 2.0223 3 . 7161 4
691 S-SRA-1 250.4739 1 14.5623 1 7.7877 2
692 S-SRA-2 1.2316 4 1.8790 3 2.2690 3
Total Nurrber of Items 20 20 20
SM&R Excluded
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NAS Cubi Point Provisioning Comparisons
AIR ACIM(l) ACIM(2)
REF PART
NUM NAME MSRT QTY MSRT QTY MSRT QTY
100 WFA-1 13.0636 13.4341 13.4341
110 SPA-1 7.4062 1.7010 1 15.8463
120 SRA-2 7.4807 1.0304 1 8.5594
130 SRA-3 15.2251 2.3610 1 20.7654
200 WRA-2 13.0000 13.0024 13.3573
210 SRA-4 7.3191 2.0532 1 8.5453
240 SRA-5 7.3000 2.0109 2 8.1505
300 WRA-3 13.1807 13.1807 13.5004
310 SRA-6 7.4138 1.2966 1 8.0786
350 SRA-7 7.7693 8.6245 8.6245
400 WRA-4 14.2759 2.6322 2 7.5988 1
500 WRA-5 13.0000 13.3918 13.0944
560 SRA-8 7.3044 2.2438 1 8.5069
570 SRA-9 8.2586 11.4867 20.9500
580 SRA-10 11.1094 2.5283 1 11.1094
600 WRA-6 13.0403 13.6693 13.6693
660 SRA-11 7.4424 1.2711 1 8.3943
690 SRA-12 61.9611 3.1871 1 12.6439
691 S-SRA-1 285.9993 6.2481 1 12.3102 1
692 S-SRA-2 18.0809 1.4950 2 2.6392 2
Tota1 Number of Items 20 20 20
SM&R Excluded
# of Stock Candidates 20 20 20
# of Items Stocked 13 3
# Items Nonstock 20 7 17
# Units Stocked 16 4
Investment
Stocked 98, 630 22, 620
Performance
Fill Rate 0.000 0. 770 0. 220
Exptd Units Shrt 7.250 2. 915 6. 156




West Pacific Carrier Provisioning Comparisons
AIR ACIM(l) ACIM(2)
REF PART
NUM NAME MSRT QTY MSRT QTY MSRT QTY
100 WRA-1 1.4697 1 0.1212 2 0.0331 3
110 SRA-1 3.0113 1 1.7137 1 5.5107 1
120 SPA-2 0.3752 2 0.1427 2 3.7833 1
130 SRA-3 2.5556 1 0.8644 1 3.5406 1
200 WRA-2 0.2292 3 0.0087 5 0.0056 6
210 SRA-4 0.1348 3 0.4628 2 6.0137 1
240 SRA-5 0.0001 11 0.1355 5 1.5524 4
300 WPA-3 1.0477 1 0.1153 2 0.0899 2
310 SRA-6 0.4797 2 2.1300 1 0.5207 2
350 SRA-7 2.2650 1 2.4320 1 2.4320 1
400 WFA-4 0.0273 6 0.0094 5 0.0057 6
500 WRA-5 2.6011 1 0.0447 3 0.0539 3
560 SPA-
8
0.0868 4 0.1942 3 0.5753 3
570 SRA-9 23.2585 1.4371 1 2.6129 1
580 SRA-10 0.8163 2 0.2667 2 0.8163 2
600 WFA-6 4.9030 1 0.1258 2 0.2337 2
660 SRA-11 3.2776 1 0.1336 2 3.5461 1
690 SRA-12 13.7806 3 0.8597 2 2.6025 2





























































Tables IX, XI, and XIII reflect the performance and
provisioning levels of a single carrier only. The results
must be applied to the actual number of carriers that the
site data represents.
2 . Discussion of Results
The tabulated results indicate that, generally, A
is not directly related to the number of units stocked, fill
rate, expected units short, or total number of backorder
days at a site. The ACIM fill rate at all organizational sites
except for NAS Cecil Field was less than the fill rate
achieved by AIR. Of particular note is the extremely low
fill rate at NAS North Island (0.088 for ACIM(2) ) which was
still accompanied by a local A of 0.915. This can be ex-
plained by stocking WRA ' s almost exclusively at the site.
The low fill rate is mostly attributable to the lack of lower
indentured items in stock at the site, but stockage effec-
tiveness in terms of A is compensated by the greater quantity
of WRA's stocked.
ACIM decreased the number of items stocked and the
inventory investment at the depot for both ACIM runs. This
was accompanied by a much higher inventory investment at
carrier sites through both ACIM and AIR provisioned approxi-
mately the same number of units at these sites.
The difference in ACIM(l) and ACIM (2) is interesting.
ACIM (2) actually changed only the inventories of the West
Coast and WESTPAC carriers , but the effect on inventory
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stockage is also seen on the East Coast at NAS Cecil Field
even though the East Coast does not support the West Coast
carriers. This resulted because the fixing of carrier
inventory forced a greater quantity of spare items to be
stocked at the organizational level on the West Coast. This
lessened the demand on the two West Coast PIMA's and the
depot. The most significant difference in stockage at NAS
Cecil Field between ACIM(l) and ACIM(2) is that ACIM(2)
stocked three more items of WRA-4. WRA-4 was maintenance
coded to be discarded upon removal at the organizational
level.
Nielsen and Shahal [Ref. 11] documented similar
results in a comparison of AIR provisioning with that of
OPUS-VII, a provisioning model developed for the Swedish
military. Though their example system and hypothetical
support organization are not the same as those in the illus-
tration example in this thesis, the results were comparable.
•Table XIV compares the magnitude of difference for
the Nielsen and Shahal thesis to the results of this thesis.
TABLE XIV
Results of Comparing AIR Provisioning to ACIM and OPUS-VII
This Thesis Nielsen and Shahal
AIR ACIMC2) AIR OPUS-VII
A 0.621-0.883 0.915-0.955 0.56 0.97
o




Because ACIM calculates a system A for each organizational
site Table XIV presents the range of A calculated for all
sites by ACIM. The A formula in OPUS-VII is unlike that of
* o
ACIM and calculates an overall system A . Therefore, the
Nielsen and Shahal results reflect a single A value derived
o
from OPUS-VII. The various system operating sites are
presented with the Nielsen and Shahal results as a ratio of
AIR provisioned A divided by the respective provisioning
model (ACIM or OPUS-VII) A .
Table XV indicates that ACIM evaluates the AIR pro-
visioning of land-based sites more favorably. The two
possible reasons are :
(1) Land-based sites support greater number of systems;
(2) Land-based sites have shorter supply lead times from
the echelon above them.
TABLE XV
















Table XV also seems to indicate that OPUS-VII evalu-
ates AIR provisioning more unfavorably than ACIM.
The cost comparison in Table XIV is significant.
Nielsen and Shahal discovered in their example that OPUS-
VII eliminated many of the expensive WRA's placed by AIR
in system stock. OPUS-VII reallocated many WRA's placed by
AIR at the organizational level to the intermediate level.
The final result was a dramatically increased overall system
availability which required a less expensive inventory.
When Nielsen and Shahal used OPUS-VII to evaluate the
AIR provisioning without reallocation, the model concluded
that many of the WRA's stocked by AIR could be eliminated
without affecting the overall system availability.
3. Summary of Results
The initial observation of the tabulated analysis
results shows that use of the Aviation Supply Office provi-
sioning guidelines by AIR in the calculations of site inven-
tories results in system operational availability which
varies from site to site. The resulting system A as a
function of the AIR suggested provisioning levels at each
site cannot be predetermined. Inspection of the tables,
especially of the two ACIM runs, reveals that a change in
the provisioning at one site has a rippling effect on the mean
supply response time of items demanded by lower echelons
within the support organization.
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During the iterative process evaluating the placement
of items at each site, ACIM placed many more items at inter-
mediate supply sites than did AIR. The items placed at
intermediate sites sometimes benefited the operational
sites more than placement at the organizational site because
MSRT was reduced more effectively throughout the whole support
organization. AIR lacks any capability for the consideration
of item placement at intermediate sites for the mutual
benefit of many operational site.
The ACIM algorithm appears to favor stocking higher
indentured assemblies. This results in a higher overall
inventory cost, but it is accompanied by a higher expected
system operational availability at each site. Because more
higher indentured assemblies are stocked, the total number
of units stocked is less than the AIR suggested provisioning
at most sites. Also the stocking of higher indentured
assemblies discounts the value of fill rate and total back-
order days because these would tend to be concentrated in
the lower indentured item demands.
For this system LOR policy, AIR calculated that the
inventory costs associated with its provisioning would account
for 11.5 percent of life support costs. By allocating
approximately 12 percent more (for ACIM(2)) to provisioning,
the expected system operational availability can be raised
substantially at each site, as illustrated in Table XVI.
This would equate to an increase of less than 2 percent to




Comparison Summary of Provisioning Policies
AIR ACIM(l) ACIM(2)
Total Inventory Cost 10,091,805 10,777,360 11,311,315
Site Operational Availability

















The total inventory costs listed in Table XVI
reflect the data presented in Tables VII through XIII. The
data from the tables describing aircraft carrier sites have
to be multiplied by the number of carriers represented for
appropriate inclusion in total inventory cost. The total
inventory costs also assume that a carrier which is repre-





The AIR and ACIM models may be effectively used in
conjunction with each other for the purpose of logistic
support analysis. Starting in the early design phase, the
combination of the models may be continually employed to
influence the final system design so that the optimal inte-
grated system is attained. As an integrated system, the
prime mission system is considered together with its logistic
support policy as one system.
Once the system is in the use period of its life cycle,
the models may continue to be used for the purpose of
ongoing logistic management evaluation and review. The
emphasis of the ongoing evaluation and review is to insure
that the logistic support policy for the system cost-
effectively provides system support requirements in order
that the desired level of system availability is attained.
The AIR model is particularly useful in the area of sys-
tem maintenance engineering. The LSC information provided
by AIR is useful to an analyst in deciding on LOR policy on
the basis of least cost. An analyst must be judicious in
the use of the AIR model, however. The AIR model inadequately
estimates inventory requirements at all support sites and,
therefore, all inventory related costs are underestimated.
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For a more accurate estimate of the inventory related
costs, a provisioning model such as ACIM should be utilized.
ACIM is useful for analysis involving the supply support
area of logistics management. ACIM is able to provision for
a multi-indentured system which is supported through the
typical U.S. Navy multi-echelon support organization.
ACIM can be used to establish the least cost provision-
ing policy to achieve a specified system operational availa-
bility. Alternatively, ACIM can be used to achieve the
minimum supply response time under the constraint of a fixed
budget allocated for spare parts inventory.
The inputs required for ACIM are not directly compatible
to the AIR inputs. With an understanding of the analysis
situation, most analysts should be able to easily make the
transformation of data inputs for use in either model during




NPS IMPLEMENTED JCARD FORMAT
The following is a brief description of the modified
input format for the optional data cards which are referred
to as the JCARDS . These cards are referred to as JCARDS
because the character in the first column is 'J' to identify
it as such. This modification applies only to the NPS imple-
mented version of ACIM. This modification was undertaken
to enable the existing ACIM program input requirements to be
compatible with the IBM 3033 installed PL/1 at NPS. Also,
in addition, this modification allowed for ten different
sites in a support organization when using ACIM to compare
user inserted site provisioning stocks.
The following JCARD format is further explained in the
ACIM 2.0 Handbook [Ref. 14].
Cols Data Element MODE Unit
1 Format ID (J)
2-11 Item Ref #
12-17 User MSRT
18-21 Procurement Lead Time
22-24 Depot Repair Cycle
25-28 Scrap Rate
29-34 Annual Wholesale Demand











Cols Data Element MODE Unit






















A signifies latter character;
AN signifies alpha- numeric character;
R signifies a real number;
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Combining a level of
repair model with an
availability centered
provisioning model for
logistic support analy-
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